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Abstract. Information-ﬂow control (IFC) is a security mechanism conceived to allow untrusted code to manipulate sensitive data without compromising conﬁdentiality. Unfortunately, untrusted code might exploit
some covert channels in order to reveal information. In this paper, we
focus on the LIO concurrent IFC system. By leveraging the eﬀects of
hardware caches (e.g., the CPU cache), LIO is susceptible to attacks that
leak information through the internal timing covert channel. We present
a resumption-based approach to address such attacks. Resumptions provide ﬁne-grained control over the interleaving of thread computations at
the library level. Speciﬁcally, we remove cache-based attacks by enforcing that every thread yield after executing an “instruction,” i.e., atomic
action. Importantly, our library allows for porting the full LIO library—
our resumption approach handles local state and exceptions, both features present in LIO. To amend for performance degradations due to the
library-level thread scheduling, we provide two novel primitives. First,
we supply a primitive for securely executing pure code in parallel. Second, we provide developers a primitive for controlling the granularity of
“instructions”; this allows developers to adjust the frequency of context
switching to suit application demands.

1

Introduction

Popular website platforms, such as Facebook, run third-party applications (apps)
to enhance the user experience. Unfortunately, in most of today’s platforms,
once an app is installed it is usually granted full or partial access to the user’s
sensitive data—the users have no guarantees that their data is not arbitrarily
ex-ﬁltrated once apps are granted access to it [18]. As demonstrated by Hails [9],
information-ﬂow control (IFC) addresses many of these limitations by restricting how sensitive data is disseminated. While promising, IFC systems are not
impervious to attacks; the presence of covert channels allows attackers to leak
sensitive information.
Covert channels are mediums not intended for communication, which nevertheless can be used to carry and, thus, reveal information [19]. In this work, we
focus on the internal timing covert channel [33]. This channel emanates from the
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mere presence of concurrency and shared resources. A system is said to have an
internal timing covert channel when an attacker, as to reveal sensitive data, can
alter the order of public events by aﬀecting the timing behavior of threads. To
avoid such attacks, several authors propose decoupling computations manipulating sensitive data from those writing into public resources (e.g., [4,5,27,30,35]).
Decoupling computations by security levels only works when all shared
resources are modeled. Similar to most IFC systems, the concurrent IFC system LIO [35] only models shared resources at the programming language level
and does not explicitly consider the eﬀects of hardware. As shown in [37], LIO
threads can exploit the underlying CPU cache to leak information through the
internal timing covert channel.
We propose using resumptions to model interleaved computations. (We refer
the interested reader to [10] for an excellent survey of resumptions.) A resumption is either a (computed) value or an atomic action which, when executed,
returns a new resumption. By expressing thread computations as a series of
resumptions, we can leverage resumptions for controlling concurrency. Speciﬁcally, we can interleave atomic actions, or “instructions,” from diﬀerent threads,
eﬀectively forcing each thread to yield at deterministic points. This ensures that
scheduling is not inﬂuenced by underlying caches and thus cannot be used to leak
secret data. We address the attacks on the recent version of LIO [35] by implementing a Haskell library which ports the LIO API to use resumptions. Since
LIO threads possess local state and handle exceptions, we extend resumptions
to account for these features.
In principle, it is possible to force deterministic interleaving by means
other than resumptions; in [37] we show an instruction-based scheduler that
achieves this goal. However, Haskell’s monad abstraction allows us to easily
model resumptions as a library. This has two consequences. First, and diﬀerent from [37], it allows us to deploy a version of LIO that does not rely on
changes to the Haskell compiler. Importantly, LIO’s concurrency primitives can
be modularly redeﬁned, with little eﬀort, to operate on resumptions. Second, by
eﬀectively implementing “instruction based-scheduling” at the level of library
primitives, we can address cache attacks not covered by the approach described
in [37] (see Sect. 5).
In practice, a library-level interleaved model of computations imposes performance penalties. With this in mind, we provide primitives that allow developers
to execute code in parallel, and means for securely controlling the granularity of
atomic actions (which directly aﬀects performance).
Although our approach addresses internal timing attacks in the presence
of shared hardware, the library suﬀers from leaks that exploit the termination
channel, i.e., programs can leak information by not terminating. However, this
channel can only be exploited by brute-force attacks that leak data external to
the program—an attacker cannot leak data within the program, as can be done
with the internal timing covert channel.
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2

Cache Attacks on Concurrent IFC Systems

Figure 1 shows an attack that leverages the timing eﬀects of the underlying
cache in order to leak information through the internal timing covert channel.
In isolation, all three threads are secure. However, when executed concurrently,
threads B and C race to write to a public, shared variable l. Importantly, the
race outcome depends on the state of the secret variable h, by changing the
contents of underlying CPU cache according to its value (e.g., by creating and
traversing a large array as to ﬁll the cache with new data).
The attack proceeds as follows. First, thread A ﬁlls the cache with the contents of a public array lowArray. Then, depending on the secret variable h, it
evicts data from the cache (by ﬁlling it with arbitrary data) or leaves it intact.
Concurrently, public threads B and C delay execution long enough for A to ﬁnish. Subsequently, thread B accesses elements of the public array lowArray, and
writes 0 to public variable l; if the array has been evicted from the cache (h==0),
the amount of time it takes to perform the read, and thus the write to l, will
be much longer than if the array is still in the cache. Hence, to leak the value
of h, thread C simply needs to delay writing 1 to l long enough so that it is
above the case where the cache is full (with the public array), but shorter than
it take to reﬁll the cache with the (public) array. Observing the contents of l,
the attacker directly learns the value of h.
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This simple attack has previously been demonstrated in [37], where conﬁdential data from the GitStar system [9], build atop LIO, was leaked. Such
attacks are not limited to LIO or IFC systems; cache-based attacks against
many system, including cryptographic primitives (e.g., RSA and AES), are well
known [1,23,26,40].
The next section details the use of resumptions in modeling concurrency at
the programming language level by deﬁning atomic steps, which are used as
the thread scheduling quantum unit. By scheduling threads according to the
number of executed atoms, the attack in Fig. 1 is eliminated. As in [37], this is
the case because an atomic step runs till completion, regardless of the state of
the cache. Hence, the timing behavior of thread B, which was previously leaked
to thread C by the time of preemption, is no longer disclosed. Speciﬁcally, the
scheduling of thread C’s l:=1 does not depend on the time it takes thread B to
read the public array from the cache; rather it depends on the atomic actions,
which do not depend on the cache state. In addition, our use of resumptions
also eliminates attacks that exploit other timing perturbations produced by the
underlying hardware, e.g., TLB misses, CPU bus contention, etc.

3

Modeling Concurrency with Resumptions

In pure functional languages, computations with side-eﬀects are encoded as values of abstract data types called monads [22]. We use the type m a to denote
computations that produce results of type a and may perform side-eﬀects in
monad m. Diﬀerent side-eﬀects are often handled by diﬀerent monads. In Haskell,
there are monads for performing inputs and outputs (monad IO), handling errors
(monad Error ), etc. The IFC system LIO simply exposes a monad, LIO, in which
security checks are performed before any IO side-eﬀecting action.
Resumptions are a simple approach to modeling interleaved computations of
concurrent programs. A resumption, which has the form res :: = x | α  res, is
either a computed value x or an atomic action α followed by a new resumption
res. Using this notion, we can break down a program that is composed of a series
of instructions into a program that executes an atomic action and yields control
to a scheduler by giving it its subsequent resumption. For example, program
P := i1 ; i2 ; i3 , which performs three side-eﬀecting instructions in sequence, can
be written as res P := i1 ; i2  i3  (), where () is a value of a type with just one
element, known as unit. Here, an atomic action α is any sequence of instructions.
When executing res P , instructions i1 and i2 execute atomically, after which it
yields control back to the scheduler by supplying it the resumption res P := i3 ().
At this point, the scheduler may schedule atomic actions from other threads
or execute res P to resume the execution of P . Suppose program Q := j1 ; j2 ,
rewritten as j1  j2  (), runs concurrently with P . Our concurrent execution of
P and Q can be modeled with resumptions, under a round-robin scheduler, by
writing it as P ||Q := i1 ; i2  j1  i3  j2  ()  (). In other words, resumptions allow
us to implement a scheduler that executes i1 ; i2 , postponing the execution of i3 ,
and executing atomic actions from Q in the interim.
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data T hread m a where
Done :: a → T hread m a
Atom :: m (T hread m a) → T hread m a
Fork :: T hread m () → T hread m a
→ T hread m a

Fig. 2. Threads as Resumptions

Implementing threads as resumptions. As previously done in [10,11], Fig. 2
deﬁnes threads as resumptions at the programming language level. The thread
type (Thread m a) is parametric in the resumption computation value type (a)
and the monad in which atomic actions execute (m)1 . (Symbol :: introduces
type declarations and → denotes function types.) The deﬁnition has several
value constructors for a thread. Constructor Done captures computed values;
a value Done a represents the computed value a. Constructor Atom captures
a resumption of the form α  res. Speciﬁcally, Atom takes a monadic action of
type m (T hread m a), which denotes an atomic computation in monad m that
returns a new resumption as a result. In other words, Atom captures both the
atomic action that is being executed (α) and the subsequent resumption (res).
Finally, constructor Fork captures the action of spawning new threads; value
Fork res res  encodes a computation wherein a new thread runs resumption res
and the original thread continues as res  .2 As in the standard Haskell libraries,
we assume that a fork does not return the new thread’s ﬁnal value and thus the
type of the new thread/resumption is simply T hread m ().
Programming with resumptions. Users do not build programs based on resumptions by directly using the constructors of T hread m a. Instead, they use
the interface provided by Haskell monads: return :: a → T hread m a and
(>>=) :: T hread m a → (a → T hread m b) → T hread m b. The expression
return a creates a resumption which consists of the computed value a, i.e., it
corresponds to Done a. The operator (>>=), called bind, is used to sequence
atomic computations. Speciﬁcally, the expression res >>= f returns a resumption
that consists of the execution of the atomic actions in res followed by the atomic
actions obtained from applying f to the result produced by res. We sometimes
use Haskell’s do-notation to write such monadic computations. For example, the
expression res >>=(λa → return (a +1)), i.e., actions described by the resumption
res followed by return (a + 1) where a is the result produced by res, is written
as do a ← res; return (a + 1).
Scheduling computations. We use round-robin to schedule atomic actions of different threads. Fig. 3 shows our scheduler implemented as a function from a list of
threads into an interleaved computation in the monad m. The scheduler behaves
1
2

In our implementation, atomic actions α (as referred as in α  res) are actions
described by the monad m.
Spawning threads could also be represented by a equivalent constructor Fork  ::
T hread m () → T hread m a, we choose Fork for pedagogical reasons.
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sch :: [T hread m ()] → m ()
sch [ ]
= return ()
sch ((Done ) : thrds) = sch thrds
sch ((Atom m) : thrds) =
do res ← m; sch (thrds +
+ [res ])
sch ((Fork res res  ) : thrds) =
sch ((res : thrds) +
+ [res  ])

Fig. 3. Simple round-robin scheduler

as follows. If there is an empty list of resumptions, the scheduler, and thus the
program, terminates. If the resumption at the head of the list is a computed
value (Done ), the scheduler removes it and continues scheduling the remaining
threads (sch thrds). (Recall that we are primarily concerned with the side-eﬀects
produced by threads and not about their ﬁnal values.) When the head of the list
is an atomic step (Atom m), sch runs it (res ← m), takes the resulting resumption (res), and appends it to the end of the thread list (sch (thrds ++ [res ])).
Finally, when a thread is forked, i.e., the head of the list is a Fork res res  , the
spawned resumption is placed at the front of the list (res : thrds). Observe that
in both of the latter cases the scheduler is invoked recursively—hence we keep
evaluating the program until there are no more threads to schedule. We note
that although we choose a particular, simple scheduling approach, our results
naturally extend for a wide class of deterministic schedulers [28,38].

4

Extending Resumptions with State and Exceptions

LIO provides general programming language abstrations (e.g., state and exceptions), which our library must preserve to retain expressiveness. To this end,
we extend the notion of resumptions and modify the scheduler to handle thread
local state and exceptions.
Thread local state. As described in [34], the LIO monad keeps track of a current
label, Lcur . This label is an upper bound on the labels of all data in lexical scope.
When a computation C, with current label LC , observes an object labeled LO ,
C’s label is raised to the least upper bound or join of the two labels, written
LC  LO . Importantly, the current label governs where the current computation
can write, what labels may be used when creating new channels or threads,
etc. For example, after reading an object O, the computation should not be
able to write to a channel K if LO is more conﬁdential than LK —this would
potentially leak sensitive information (about O) into a less sensitive channel.
We write LC  LK when LK at least as conﬁdential as LC and information is
allowed to ﬂow from the computation to the channel.
Using our resumption deﬁnition of Sect. 3, we can model concurrent LIO
programs as values of type T hread LIO. Unfortunately, such programs are overly
restrictive—since LIO threads would be sharing a single current label—and do
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sch ((Atom m) : thrds) =
do res ← m
st ← get
sch (thrds ++ [put st  res ])
sch ((Fork res res  ) : thrds) =
do st ← get
sch ((res : thrds) ++ [put st  res  ])
Fig. 4. Context-switch of local state

not allow for the implementation of many important applications. Instead, and
as done in the concurrent version of LIO [35], we track the state of each thread,
independently, by modifying resumptions, and the scheduler, with the ability to
context-switch threads with state.
Figure 4 shows these changes to sch. The context-switching mechanism relies
on the fact that monad m is a state monad, i.e., provides operations to retrieve
(get) and set (put) its state. LIO is a state monad,3 where the state contains
(among other things) Lcur . Operation () :: m b → T hread m a → T hread m a
modiﬁes a resumption in such a way that its ﬁrst atomic step (Atom) is extended
with m b as the ﬁrst action. Here, Atom consists of executing the atomic step
(res ← m), taking a snapshot of the state (st ← get), and restoring it when
executing the thread again (put st  res). Similarly, the case for Fork saves the
state before creating the child thread and restores it when the parent thread
executes again (put st  res  ).
Exception handling. As described in [36], LIO provides a secure way to throw
and catch exceptions—a feature crucial to many real-world applications. Unfortunately, simply using LIO’s throw and catch as atomic actions, as in the case
of local state, results in non-standard behavior. In particular, in the interleaved
computation produced by sch, an atomic action from a thread may throw an
exception that would propagate outside the thread group and crash the program.
Since we do not consider leaks due to termination, this does not impact security;
however, it would have non-standard and restricted semantics. Hence, we ﬁrst
extend our scheduler to introduce a top-level catch for every spawned thread.
Besides such an extension, our approach still remains quite limiting. Specifically, LIO’s catch is deﬁned at the level of the monad LIO, i.e., it can only
be used inside atomic steps. Therefore, catch-blocks are prevented from being
extended beyond atomic actions. To address this limitation, we lift exception
handling to work at the level of resumptions.
To this end, we consider a monad m that handles exceptions, i.e., a monad
for which throw :: e → m a and catch :: m a → (e → m a) → m a, where e
3

For simplicity of exposition, we use get and set. However, LIO only provides such
functions to trusted code. In fact, the monad LIO is not an instance of MonadState
since this would allow untrusted code to arbitrarily modify the current label—a clear
security violation.
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throw e = Atom (LIO.throw e)
catch (Done a) = Done a
catch (Atom a) handler =
Atom (LIO.catch
(do res ← a
return (catch res handler ))
(λe → return (handler e)))
catch (Fork res res  ) handler =
Fork res (catch res  handler )
Fig. 5. Exception handling for resumptions

is a type denoting exceptions, are accordingly deﬁned. Function throw throws
the exception supplied as an argument. Function catch runs the action supplied
as the ﬁrst argument (m a), and if an exception is thrown, then executes the
handler (e → m a) with the value of the exception passed as an argument. If
no exceptions are raised, the result of the computation (of type a) is simply
returned.
Figure 5 shows the deﬁnition of exception handling for resumptions. Since
LIO deﬁnes throw and catch [36], we qualify these underlying functions with LIO
to distinguish them from our resumption-level throw and catch. When throwing
an exception, the resumption simply executes an atomic step that throws the
exception in LIO (LIO.throw e).
The deﬁnitions of catch for Done and Fork are self explanatory. The most
interesting case for catch is when the resumption is an Atom. Here, catch applies
LIO.catch step by step to each atomic action in the sequence; this is necessary
because exceptions can only be caught in the LIO monad. As shown in Fig. 5,
if no exception is thrown, we simply return the resumption produced by m.
Conversely, if an exception is raised, LIO.catch will trigger the exception handler
which will return a resumption by applying the top-level handler to the exception
e. To clarify, consider catching an exception in the resumption α1  α2  x.
Here, catch executes α1 as the ﬁrst atomic step, and if no exception is raised, it
executes α2 as the next atomic step; on the other hand, if an exception is raised,
the resumption α2  x is discarded and catch, instead, executes the resumption
produced when applying the exception handler to the exception.

5

Performance Tuning

Unsurprisingly, interleaving computations at the library-level introduces performance degradation. To alleviate this, we provide primitives that allow developers to control the granularity of atomic steps—ﬁne-grained atoms allow for
more ﬂexible programs, but also lead to more context switches and thus performance degradation (as we spend more time context switching). Additionally, we
provide a primitive for the parallel execution of pure code. We describe these
features—which do not aﬀect our security guarantees—below.
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Granularity of atomic steps. To decrease the frequency of context switches, programmers can treat a complex set of atoms (which are composed using monadic
bind) as a single atom using singleAtom :: T hread m a → T hread m a. This
function takes a resumption and “compresses” all its atomic steps into one.
Although singleAtom may seem unsafe, e.g., because we do not restrict threads
from adjust the granularity of atomic steps according to secrets, in Sect. 6 we
show that this is not the case—it is the atomic execution of atoms, regardless of
their granularity, that ensures security.
Parallelism. As in [37], we cannot run one scheduler sch per core to gain performance through parallelism. Threads running in parallel can still race to public
resources, and thus vulnerable to internal timing attacks (that may, for example, rely on the L3 CPU cache). In principle, it is possible to securely parallelize
arbitrary side-eﬀecting computations if races (or their outcomes) to shared public resource are eliminated. Similar to observational low-determinism [41], our
library could allow parallel computations to compute on disjoint portions of the
memory. However, whenever side-eﬀecting computations follow parallel code, we
would need to impose synchronization barriers to enforce that all side-eﬀects
are performed in a pre-determined order. It is precisely this order, and LIO’s
safe side-eﬀecting primitives for shared-resources, that hides the outcome of any
potential dangerous parallel race. In this paper, we focus on executing pure code
in parallel; we leave side-eﬀecting code to future work.
Pure computations, by deﬁnition, cannot introduce races to shared resources
since they do not produce side eﬀects.4 To consider such computations, we simply
extend the deﬁnition of Thread with a new constructor: P arallel::pure b → (b →
T hread m a) → T hread m a. Here, pure is a monad that characterizes pure
expressions, providing the primitive runPure :: pure b → b to obtain the value
denoted by the code given as argument. The monad pure could be instantiated to
Par , a monad that parallelizes pure computations in Haskell [21], with runPure
set to runPar . In a resumption, P arallel p f speciﬁes that p is to be executed
in a separate Haskell thread—potentially running on a diﬀerent core than the
interleaved computation. Once p produces a value x , f is applied to x to produce
the next resumption to execute.
Figure 6 deﬁnes sch for pure computations, where interaction between resumptions and Haskell-threads gets regulated. The scheduler relies on wellestablished synchronization primitives called MVars [13]. A value of type MVar
is a mutable location that is either empty or contains a value. Function putMVar
ﬁlls the MVar with a value if it is empty and blocks otherwise. Dually, takeMVar
empties an MVar if it is full and returns the value; otherwise it blocks. Our
scheduler implementation sch simply takes the resumption produced by the
sync function and schedules it at the end of the thread pool. Function sync,
internally creates a fresh MVar v and spawns a new Haskell-thread to execute
4

In the case of Haskell, lazy evaluation may pose a challenge since whether or not a
thunk has been evaluate is indeed an eﬀect on a cache [24]. Though our resumptionbased approach handles this for the single-core case, handling this in general is part
of our ongoing work.
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sch (P arallel p f : thrds) =
do res ← sync (λv → putMVar v (runPure p))
(λv → takeMVar v )
f
sch (thrds ++ [res ])
Fig. 6. Scheduler for parallel computations

putMVar v (runPure p). This action will store the result of the parallel computation in the provided MVar. Subsequently, sync returns the resumption res,
whose ﬁrst atomic action is to read the parallel computation’s result from the
MVar (takeMVar v ). At the time of reading, if a value is not yet ready, the
atomic action will block the whole interleaved computation. However, once a
value x is produced (in the separate thread), f is applied to it and the execution
proceeds with the produced resumption (f x ).

6

Soundness

In this section, we extend the previous formalization of LIO [34] to model the
semantics of our concurrency library. We present the syntax extensions that we
require to model the behavior of the Thread monad:
Expression: e:: = . . . | sch es | Atom e | Done e | F ork e e | P arallel e e

where es is a list of expressions. For brevity, we omit a full presentation of the
syntax and semantics, since we rely on previous results in order to prove the
security property of our approach. The interested reader is referred to [6].
Expressions are the usual λ-calculus expressions with special syntax for
monadic eﬀects and LIO operations. The syntax node sch es denotes the scheduler running with the list of threads es as its thread pool. The nodes Atom e,
Done e, F ork e e and P arallel e e correspond to the constructors of the Thread
data type. In what follows, we will use metavariables x, m, p, t, v and f for different kinds of expressions, namely values, monadic computations, pure computations, threads, MVars and functions, respectively.
We consider a global environment Σ which contains the current label of
the computation (Σ .lbl), and also represents the resources shared among all
threads, such as mutable references. We start from the one-step reduction relation5 Σ , e −→ Σ  , e  , which has already been deﬁned for LIO [34]. This
relation represents a single evaluation step from e to e , with Σ as the initial
environment and Σ  as the ﬁnal one. Presented as an extension to the −→ relation, Figure 7 shows the reduction rules for concurrent execution using sch. The
conﬁgurations for this relation are of the form Σ , sch ts , where Σ is a runtime
5

As in [35], we consider a version of −→ which does not include the operation
toLabeled , since it is susceptible to internal timing attacks.
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(Done)
Σ, sch (Done x : ts ) −→ Σ, sch ts 
(Atom)

Σ, m −→∗ Σ  , (e)LIO 

Σ, sch (Atom (put Σ.lbl >
> m) : ts ) −→ Σ  , sch (ts +
+ [put Σ.lbl  e ])
(Fork)
Σ, sch (Fork m1 m2 : ts ) −→ Σ, sch ((m1 : ts ) +
+ [put Σ.lbl  m2 ])

Fig. 7. Semantics for sch expressions.
(Seq)
Σ, e −→ Σ  , e 

P ⇒ P

Σ, e  P  → Σ  , e  P  
(Pure)

P ⇒ P

vs fresh MVar

s = Σ.lbl

Σ, sch (P arallel p f : ts )  P  →
+ [Atom (takeMVar vs >
>= f )])  P   (putMVar vs (runPure p))s 
Σ, sch (ts +
(Sync)

P ⇒ P

Σ, sch (Atom (takeMVar vs >
>= f ) : ts )  (putMVar vs x)s  P  →
Σ, sch (f x : ts )  P  

Fig. 8. Semantics for sch expressions with parallel processes.

environment and ts is a list of Thread computations. Note that the computation
in an Atom always begins with either put Σ .lbl for some label Σ .lbl, or with
takeMVar v for some MVar v . Rules (Done), (Atom), and (Fork) basically
behave like the corresponding equations in the deﬁnition of sch (see Figs. 3 and
4). In rule (Atom), the syntax node (e)LIO represents an LIO computation that
has produced expression e as its result. Although sch applications should expand
to their deﬁnitions, for brevity we show the unfolding of the resulting expressions
into the next recursive call. This unfolding follows from repeated application of
basic λ-calculus reductions.
Figure 8 extends relation −→ into → to express pure parallel computations.
The conﬁgurations for this relation are of the form Σ , sch ts P , where P is an
abstract process representing a pure computation that is performed in parallel.
These abstract processes would be reiﬁed as native Haskell threads. The operator
( ), representing parallel process composition, is commutative and associative.
As described in the previous section, when a Thread evaluates a P arallel
computation, a new native Haskell thread should be spawned in order to run it.
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Rule (Pure) captures this intuition. A fresh MVar vs (where s is the current
label) is used for synchronization between the parent and the spawned thread.
A process is denoted by putMVar vs followed by a pure expression, and it is also
tagged with the security level of the thread that spawned it.
Pure processes are evaluated in parallel with the main threads managed by
sch. The relation ⇒ nondeterministically evaluates one process in a parallel
composition and is deﬁned as follows.
runPure p −→∗ x
(putMVar vs (runPure p))s P ⇒ (putMVar vs x)s P
For simplicity, we consider the full evaluation of one process until it yields a
value as just one step, since the computations involved are pure and therefore
cannot leak data. Rule (Seq) in Fig. 8 represents steps where no parallel forking
or synchronization is performed, so it executes one −→ step alongside a ⇒ step.
Rule (Sync) models the synchronization barrier technique from Sect. 5. When
an Atom of the form (takeMVar vs >>= f ) is evaluated, execution blocks until the
pure process with the corresponding MVar vs completes its computation. After
that, the process is removed and the scheduler resumes execution.
Security guarantees. We show that programs written using our library satisfy termination-insensitive non-interference, i.e., an attacker at level L cannot
distinguish the results of programs that run with indistinguishable inputs. This
result has been previously established for the sequential version of LIO [34]. As
in [20,31,34], we prove this property by using the term erasure technique.
In this proof technique, we deﬁne function εL in such a way that εL (e) contains only information below or equal to level L, i.e., the function εL replaces
all the information more sensitive than L or incomparable to L in e with a hole
(•). We adapt the previous deﬁnition of εL to handle the new constructs in the
library. In most of the cases, the erasure function is simply applied homomorphically (e.g., εL (e1 e2 ) = εL (e1 ) εL (e2 )). For sch expressions, the erasure function
is mapped into the list; all threads with a current label above L are removed
from the pool (ﬁlter (≡ •) (map εL ts )), where ≡ denotes syntactic equivalence).
Analogously, erasure for a parallel composition consists of removing all processes
using an MVar tagged with a level not strictly below or equal to L. The computation performed in a certain Atom is erased if the label is not strictly below or
equal than L. This is given by

•
, sL
εL (Atom (put s >> m)) =
put s >> εL (m) , otherwise
A similar rule exists for expressions of the form Atom (takeMVar vs >>= f ).
Note that this relies on the fact that an atom must be of the form Atom (put s >>
m) or Atom (takeMVar vs >>= f ) by construction. For expressions of the form
P arallel p f , erasure behaves homomorphically, i.e. εL (P arallel p f ) = P arallel
εL (p) (εL ◦ f ).
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Following the deﬁnition of the erasure function, we introduce the a new
evaluation relation →L as follows: Σ , t P  →L εL (Σ  , t  P  ) if Σ , t P  →
Σ  , t  P  . The relation →L guarantees that conﬁdential data, i.e., data not
below or equal-to level L, is erased as soon as it is created. We write →∗L for the
reﬂexive and transitive closure of →L .
In order to prove non-interference, we will establish a simulation relation
between →∗ and →∗L through the erasure function: erasing all secret data and
then taking evaluation steps in →L is equivalent to taking steps in → ﬁrst, and
then erasing all secret values in the resulting conﬁguration. In the rest of this
section, we consider well-typed terms to avoid stuck conﬁgurations.
Proposition 1 (Many-step simulation). If Σ , sch ts P  →∗
Σ  , sch ts P  , then it holds that εL (Σ , sch ts P ) →∗L εL (Σ  , sch ts P  ).
The L-equivalence relation ≈L is an equivalence relation between conﬁgurations and their parts, deﬁned as the equivalence kernel of the erasure function εL :
Σ , sch ts P  ≈L Σ  , sch rs Q iﬀ εL (Σ , sch ts P ) = εL (Σ  , sch rs Q).
If two conﬁgurations are L-equivalent, they agree on all data below or at
level L, i.e., an attacker at level L is not able to distinguish them.
The next theorem shows the non-interference property. The conﬁguration
Σ , sch [] represents a ﬁnal conﬁguration, where the thread pool is empty and
there are no more threads to run.
Theorem 1 (Termination-insensitive non-interference). Given a computation e, inputs e1 and e2 , an attacker at level L, runtime environments Σ1
and Σ2 , then for all inputs e1 , e2 such that e1 ≈L e2 , if Σ1 , sch [e e1 ] →∗
Σ1 , sch [] and Σ2 , sch [e e2 ] →∗ Σ2 , sch [], then Σ1 , sch [] ≈L Σ2 , sch [].
This theorem essentially states that if we take two executions from conﬁgurations Σ1 , sch [e e1 ] and Σ2 , sch [e e2 ], which are indistinguishable to
an attacker at level L (e1 ≈L e2 ), then the ﬁnal conﬁgurations for the executions Σ1 , sch [] and Σ2 , sch [] are also indistinguishable to the attacker
(Σ1 , sch [] ≈L Σ2 , sch []). This result generalizes when constructors Done,
Atom, and Fork involve exception handling (see Fig. 5). The reason for this lies
in the fact that catch and throw defer all exception handling to LIO.throw and
LIO.catch, which have been proved secure in [36].

7

Case Study: Classifying Location Data

We evaluated the trade-oﬀs between performance, expressiveness and security
through an LIO case study. We implemented an untrusted application that performs K-means clustering on sensitive user location data, in order to classify
GPS-enabled cell phone into locations on a map, e.g., home, work, gym, etc.
Importantly, this app is untrusted yet computes clusters for users without leaking their location (e.g., the fact that Alice frequents the local chapter of the
Rebel Alliance). K-means is a particularly interesting application for evaluating
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our scheduler as the classiﬁcation phase is highly parallelizable—each data point
can be evaluated independently.
We implemented and benchmarked three versions of this app: (i) A baseline
implementation that does not use our scheduler and parallelizes the computation using Haskell’s Par Monad [21]. Since in this implementation, the scheduler is not modeled using resumptions, it leverages the parallelism features of
Par . (ii) An implementation in the resumption based scheduler, but pinned to
a single core (therefore not taking advantage of parallelizing pure computations).
(iii) A parallel implementation using the resumption-based scheduler. This implementation expresses the exact same computation as the ﬁrst one, but is not vulnerable to cache-based leaks, even in the face of parallel execution on multiple
cores.
We ran each implementation against one month of randomly generated data,
where data points are collected each minute (so, 43200 data points in total). All
experiments were run ten times on a machine with two 4-core (with hyperthreading) 2.4 Ghz Intel Xeon processors and 48 GB of RAM. The secure, but nonparallel implementation using resumptions performed extremely poorly. With
mean 204.55 s (standard deviation 7.19 s), it performed over eight times slower
than the baseline at 17.17 s (standard deviation 1.16 s). This was expected since
K-means is highly parallelizable. Conversely, the parallel implementation in the
resumption based scheduler performed more comparably to the baseline, at
17.83 s (standard deviation 1.15 s).
To state any conclusive facts on the overhead introduce by our library, it is
necessary to perform a more exhaustive analysis involving more than a single
case study.

8

Related work

Cryptosystems. Attacks exploiting the CPU cache have been considered by the
cryptographic community [16]. Our attacker model is weaker than the one typically considered in cryptosystems, i.e., attackers with access to a stopwatch. As a
countermeasure, several authors propose partitioning the cache (e.g., [25]), which
often requires special hardware. Other countermeasures (e.g. [23]) are mainly
implementation-speciﬁc and, while applicable to cryptographic primitives, they
do not easily generalize to arbitrary code (as required in our scenario).
Resumptions. While CPS can be used to model concurrency in a functional setting [7], resumptions are often simpler to reason about when considering security
guarantees [10,11]. The closest related work is that of Harrison and Hook [11];
inspired by a secure multi-level operating system, the authors utilize resumptions to model interleaving and layered state monads to represent threads. Every
layer corresponds to an individual thread, thereby providing a notion of local
state. Since we do not require such generality, we simply adapt the scheduler
to context-switch the local state underlying the LIO monad. We believe that
authors overlooked the power of resumptions to deal with timing perturbations
produced by the underlying hardware. In [10], Harrison hints that resumptions
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could handle exceptions; in this work, we consummate his claim by describing
precisely how to implement throw and catch.
Language-based IFC. There is been considerable amount of literature on applying
programming languages techniques to address the internal timing covert channel (e.g. [28,33,35,39,41]). Many of these works assume that the execution of a
single step, i.e., a reduction step in some transition system, is performed in a
single unit of time. This assumption is often made so that security guarantees
can be easily shown using programming language semantics. Unfortunately, the
presence of the CPU cache (or other hardware shared state) breaks this correspondence, making cache attacks viable. Our resumption approach establishes
a correspondence between atomic steps at the implementation-level and reduction step in a transition system. Previous approaches can leverage this technique
when implementing systems, as to avoid the reappearance of the internal timing
channel.
Agat [2] presents a code transformation for sequential programs such that
both code paths of a branch have the same memory access pattern. This transformation has been adapted in diﬀerent works (e.g., [32]). Agat’s approach, however, focuses on avoiding attacks relying on the data cache, while leaving the
instruction cache unattended.
Russo and Sabelfeld [29] consider non-interference for concurrent while-likeprograms under cooperative and deterministic scheduling. Similar to our work,
this approach eliminates cache-attacks by restricting the use of yields. Diﬀerently,
our library targets a richer programming languages, i.e., it supports parallelism,
exceptions, and dynamically adjusting the granularity of atomic actions.
Secure multi-execution [8] preserves conﬁdentiality of data by executing the
same sequential program several times, one for each security level. In this scenario, cache-based attacks can only be removed in speciﬁc conﬁgurations [14]
(e.g., when there are as many CPU cores as security levels).
Hedin and Sands [12] present a type-system for preventing external timing
attacks for bytecode. Their semantics is augmented to incorporate history, which
enables the modeling of cache eﬀects. Zhang et al. [42] provide a method for
mitigating external events when their timing behavior could be aﬀected by the
underlying hardware. Their semantics focusses on sequential programs, wherein
attacks due to the cache arise in the form of externally visible events. Their
solution is directly applicable to our system when considering external events.
System security. In order to achieve strong isolation, Barthe et al. [3] present a
model of virtualization which ﬂushes the cache upon switching between guest
operating systems. Flushing the cache in such scenarios is common and does
not impact the already-costly context-switch. Although this technique addresses
attacks that leverage the CPU cache, it does not address the case where a shared
resource cannot be controlled (e.g., CPU bus).
Allowing some information leakage, Kopft et al. [17] combines abstract interpretation and quantitative information-ﬂow to analyze leakage bounds for cache
attacks. Kim et al. [15] propose StealthMem, a system level protection against
cache attacks. StealthMem allows programs to allocate memory that does not
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get evicted from the cache. StealthMem is capable of enforcing conﬁdentiality for
a stronger attacker model than ours, i.e., they consider programs with access to a
stopwatch and running on multiple cores. However, we suspect that StealthMem
is not adequate for scenarios with arbitrarily complex security lattices, wherein
not ﬂushing the cache would be overly restricting.

9

Conclusion

We present a library for LIO that leverages resumptions to expose concurrency.
Our resumption-based approach and “instruction”- or atom-based scheduling
removes internal timing leaks induced by timing perturbations of the underlying hardware. We extend the notion of resumptions to support state and
exceptions and provide a scheduler that context-switches programs with such
features. Though our approach eliminates internal-timing attacks that leverage hardware caches, library-level threading imposes considerable performance
penalties. Addressing this, we provide programmers with a safe mean for controlling the context-switching frequency, i.e., allowing for the adjustment of the
“size” of atomic actions. Moreover, we provide a primitive for spawning computations in parallel, a novel feature not previously available in IFC tools. We prove
soundness of our approach and implement a simple case study to demonstrate
its use. Our techniques can be adapted to other Haskell-like IFC systems beyond
LIO. The library, case study, and details of the proofs can be found at [6].
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